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AND 
I. INTRODCCTION 
The concepts of generalized polygon and of (B, X) pair are due to 
J. Tits [2, 31. We repeat the definitions, with enough related material to 
make this work self-contained, in Sections II and 1711. The purpose of this 
paper is to prove the following theorems. 
'Ik~0RE3f 1. Let $,, be a finite nondegenerate generalized n-gon. Suppose 
that every line of Q, contains exactly s + 1 points and every point of +q, lies 
on exactly f + 1 lines. Let k be the squarefree pmt of st. Then either Q, is an 
ordinary polygon OY n : 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 OY 12. If furthermore s I I and t :a 1, 
thenn=2,3,4,6or8,andifn -3oy6fhenk-l,andifn-8thenk-=2. 
'I‘HEOREXI 2. Let (G : B, iV) be a$nife weak (B, N) pair whose Weylgroup 
W is a dihedral gyoup of ord er 2 n. Then either B a G or n =- 2, 3, 4, 6,8 or 12. 
If (G : B, 5’) is a (B, A\‘) pair, then n = 2, 3, 4, 6 or 8. 
It is shown in Section VIII that Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 1. 
A group generated by re$ections or g.g.r. is a group generated by elements 
71 , ..., TV1 3 with defining relations (~~7~)“” = 1, 1 < i <j < m, where the 
pLj are positive integers, and pij = 1 if and only if i =j. The finite g.g.r.‘s 
have been completely classified (see [I], pp. 142-3). Using this classification, 
Theorem 2, and Lemma 8.1 we get: 
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THEOREM 3. If the Weyl group of a ,finite (B, iv) pair is a g.g.r., then it is 
the direct product of a number (possibly zero) of dihedralgroups of order16 and 
the Weyl group of a semisimple Lie group. 
J. ‘Tits has announced in [4] that the \\:eyl group of a finite (B, 1%‘) pair 
always is a g.g.r., so that this part of the hypothesis of Theorem 3 is in fact 
unnecessary. 
Finite nondegenerate generalized n-gons which are not ordinary polygons 
certainly exist for IZ = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 12. However their classification is 
very difficult, since, for instance, every projective plane is a generalized 
triangle. In all known examples with s .. I I, f :- 1, and n ‘_ 2, where s and t 
have the same meaning as in Theorem 1, s and t are powers of the same prime. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is accomplished by consideration of an incidence 
matrix M, whose rows and columns are indexed by the points of $,, , and 
whose entry at the place (e,f) is the number of lines incident both with e and 
with f. ‘Ihe axioms for a generalized polygon are sufficiently strong to enable 
us to calculate the number of chains in ‘v,, of given length from the point 
e to the point f, and this provides information about the powers of -VI. In 
particular we are able to determine the minimal equation of M, and the 
traces of the powers M” for 4 smaller than 12. This in turn enables us to 
calculate the dimensions of the various root spaces of M, and Theorem 1 
emerges from the fact that these dimensions must be rational integers. 
The method obviously leans heavily on the finiteness of v, . This is not 
surprising, because J. Tits has informed us that Theorem I becomes false 
if the hypothesis of finiteness is omitted. 
II. GENERALIZED POLYGONS 
An incidence geometry is a set 0 with a symmetric, reflexive binary rela- 
tion 1. Thus I c 0 x 0, and for e,f in 0, (e, e) E I, and if (e,f) E I, (f, c) E 1. 
We shall call the elements of 0 objects, and if (e, f) E I, we shall say that e is 
incident with f. 
If e, f are objects of an incidence geometry, a chain from e to f of length n 
is a sequence e = eo, e, , ..., e,, == f of objects such that ei is incident with 
eifl t i :-= 0 , ..., z ~- 1. The chain is irreducible if ej is not incident with 
eiA2 , i = 0, ..., n - 2. If e, f E 0, we write x(e,f) for the length of the shortest 
chain from e to f, if there is one; otherwise X(e,f) = 00. 
4n automorphism of an incidence geometry is a permutation of its object 
set which preserves incidence. Isomorphisms between incidence geometries 
are defined similarlv. 
An incidence pIan; is an incidence geometry whose object set is the disjoint 
union of two sets P and L, such that for e, f in P, or for e, f in L, (e, f) E I only 
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if e = f. The elements of P are called points, those of I, are called iiircs. 
Clearly, an irreducible chain in an incidence plane contains points and lines 
alternately. Hence if c E P, /G I,, h(e, f) is odd, but if P, ,fc I’, or e. .f~l+ 
A(e,f) is even. For e, f in P, 1t.c: Lvrite p(e, f) 1 h(eJ). 
A generalized n-gon is an incidence plane ‘v,, such that for all e, ,f in 0 
(i) there exists a chain of length at most II from e tof: 
(ii) there exists at most one irreducible chain of length less than II from e 
to f. 
Thus if $,, is a generalized rz-gon and e, ,f~ 0, x(e,f) c J/. \\-e say- that 
v,, is nondegenerate if given e in 0, there exists f in 0 nith x(e,f) : n. 
Condition (ii) can also be expressed b!- saying that ‘v,, coutnins no closed 
irreducible chains of length less than 211, and the nondegencracy of $, 
says that every element of 0 belongs to a closed irreducible chain of length 2~. 
If ~1 =- 2, a generalized rc-gon consists of a set of points and a set of lines. 
every point being incident \vith ever!- line. For the most part, therefore, \w 
assume 12 > 2. Then there is at most one line incident with any two distinct 
points. It is easy to see tliat for I? 3, a generalized 12-gon is precisely a 
projective plane. 
From hencefor\vard WC assume that $,, is a finite non&generate generalized 
wgon with exactly s 1 points on each line, and exactly t I lines throu,gh 
each point. 
Let e, be a line incident Lvith e. Then h(e, , f) is odd if A(?, f) = ?I is even, 
and even if h(e,f) is odd, and h(r, , f) -y n. Hence h(e, ,,f) < II ~ 1. If 
A(e, , f) -: n - 1, then h(e,S) j’ ~1, contrary to assumption. Thus there is 
one, and, of course, only one chain of length 12 I from P, to f. Thus there 
is just one chain of length n from e tofstarting P, e, . Since there are t 1 
lines e, incident with e, the lemma follows. 
Choose 0 in P, and thenfin 0 such that h(e,f) = n. Because II is odd,ft I,. 
By Lemma 2.1, the number of chains from e tof length n is t -L I, and by a 
dual argument, the number of chains of length 72 from .f to e is s I 1. Since 
these numbers are clearly the same, the lemma is proved. 
LEynw\ 2.3. The values takxvz by p(e,f)for e, f in I’ me 0, 1, ..-, 4 (II ~ I) 
if n is odd, and 0, 1, ..., 4 n if n is even. If p(e, ,f) = 7, the number qf chains of‘ 
length 2~ from e to f is 1 <f r a-’ d n and t -1 1 {f Y =- .$a 
Since 2p(e,f) =: A(e,f) 5: n, no other values can be taken by p(e,f). But 
there exist e, ,f with h(e,f) == N, and hence there exist e, f with A(e,f) = 2v 
for any 2r < 72. Thus all the indicated values occur. The rest of the lemma is 
definiiion if 7 < 9712 and is part of Lemma 2.1 if I’ = 8 n. 
LEMMA 2.4. If e, .f E P, the number of chains c?f length 2y from e to .f 
depends only on r -= p(e,f). If f i is denoted bv m$‘/), then rnk”) = S,,. and _j 
The lemma is proved by induction on q. If p ~1 0, there is no chain of 
length 29 from e to f unless e = f, and then there is just one. That 
is v,‘O’ = 6 01‘ , as required. Assume then that the lemma is proved for some 
vilud of 4, and consider chains of length 2q + 2 from e tof, where p(e, f ) =- Y. 
Such a chain must begin e, e, , e2 , where e, is a line through e, and e2 a point 
on eI , and the number of chains from e to f beginning e, e, , ez is the number 
of chains of length 2q from cy to f, If p(e, , f) = i, this is, by the induction 
hypothesis, mi (q). Now, if e, is considered fixed, e, is also fixed, unless e2 = e, 
in which case e1 can be chosen in I 1 1 ways. Hence if, among the s(t -1 1) 
points ez other than e on the t $- 1 lines through e, there are k, points such 
that p(e, ,f) 7: i, i = 0, 1, 2, ..., wc ha1.e exactt! 
(f +- 1) mj.“’ - z k,mj”) (2.1) 
chains of length 2q f 2 from e to f. SOM if I’ -~ 0, it is clear that for each of 
the s(f + I) points e, we have p(e, ,f) =- p(e, , e) =~ t1 so that k, = s(f $ l), 
k, .:: 0, i f 1. 
If 0 < I < in there is a unique chain of length 27 from e to f, and we 
may suppose it begins e, ef, ez. The points e2 fall into three classes. First 
there is et; it is clear that p(ez,,f) = I’ - 1. Next, there are the s -. 1 points 
on ef distkct from both e and ez; for these it is clear that p(e, ,f) = Y. Third, 
there are the st points other than e on lines through e other than eT, If 
rf &-(n-l),forthesepointswehavep(e,,,f)=r+ l;butifr=$-(n - 1) 
then for these points p(e, ,.f) = Y, since p(e, , f) 5: T because Y = 9 (n -- 1), 
and p(e, ,.f) < 1’ would imply the existence of a chain from e to f of length 
at most 2r not starting e, eT, es. Thus k,._, --= 1, k,. = s -. 1, k,+, = st 
if 0 <. Y < 3 (72 - 1); but k1!2c,a+1,m, =- I, k,!,f,,-,, = st -(- s - 1 if 
I = & (II .- 1). Finally, if r m== + II, then, I,!, I,emma 2.1, on each of the / 1 
lines through (1 there is a point r: such that a chain of length n from c to,f 
exists beginning P, r;, P:. For these t mm I points P(P:,,~) = &/I I, for 
any other Pi , p(e? ,f) = 1 11. Thus k, “,, r 1 I ( k,,,,, -- st $ $ 1 -.- li. 
in this case Substituting in (2.1) above we see that in all cases the number 
of chains of length 24 i 2 from P to .f is NZ~.~“” 2s given h\; the recursion in 
the lemma. Since this depends onI!- on I’. the induction is complete. 
Now let 
he a power series in srie and t’,“. \I‘e shall write [f(s, t)17y for the section 
Observe that 
s’t’[f(.s, t)]:; = [hyf(s, f)$, ‘;:‘.; 
s’f’[.f(s, f )]l, =- [s’f4(s, f)]:;’ &j 
If q < v then m, rii) = 0 by definition, so that the lemma is verified. If 
q=s#&nthenmF’-= 1 by Lemma 2.3, and again the lemma is verified, 
since the case q = v = i n is outside the range of the lemma. Thus we may 
suppose 1’ < g, which, with (I .( n -~ I I’, implies Y < $ (~2 - I), as well as 
y # 0. For these remaining cases we use induction on q, using Lemma 2.4. 
\\:e notice that in calculating rnrr” we need mp’ and rn$)r, and, if 
F :# 0, WZ~‘, . It is clear that if mi,““’ is ivithin the range of the lemma, so also 
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are 777'."' (11) , , m,.+, , and nzrt , so that the induction is permissible. If Y + 0, 
then we have, writing d for (1 --+ s)Q~’ (I 1 t)” (1 - st), 
= [(I + S)* (1 + t)“+‘(l - st)]“:i-’ 
as required. In the case Y = 0 a similar calculation gives 
rnp”’ = [(l + s) A]!!, + [t(l + s) A]“:‘. 
But it is easily verified that if i + j = Q + 1 the coefficient of .Ptj in 
(1 + s) A = (I f .s)g (I + tp (I - st) 
is zero. Thus 
[(l 4 S) A]!, = [(l + .s) A]“:l, 
and the calculation is completed as before. The lemma is therefore proved. 
III. THE MATRIX M 
The incidence matrix A of pp, is defined to be a matrix lvhose rows are 
indexed by the lines of $, and whose columns are indexed by the points of 
9, , which has 1 in the place (e, f) f i e is incident withf, and 0 otherwise. 
\Ve put M = A’A. Then M is a symmetric matrix of nonnegative integers 
whose rows and columns are indexed by the points of ‘q, . 
LERInlA 3.1. The entry in the place (e, f) of Mrl is the number of chains of 
length 2g from e to f. Thus it depends only on I- = p(e, f), and is the quantity 
7r1i.~’ discussed in Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. 
If the matrix A has entry a(h,g) at the place (h, g), the entry in 
JP = (A’LI).~ at place (e, f) is 
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where the sum is over all points g, , ..., ,~~-i and lines jr1 , A.., h, of ‘J,, . 
Since a(h,g) := 1 if h, g are incident and is 0 otherwise, 
is 1 if e, h, , g, , h, , ..., h, , ,f is a chain from e to f and is 0 otherwise. Thus 
the sum counts the chains of length 2q from e to f as required. The rest of 
the lemma is immediate from Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p(z) be a polynomial in x, sl/%, and PI” which is homogene- 
ous in x, s, t and of degree k. If k < n -- 1 - Y and p(e, f) = Y, the entry in 
p(M) in place (e, f) is 
[p(( 1 -t S) (1 f- t)) (I -i- S)-’ (1 - St)]!!;“. 
If $3, has N points and k < n ~.- 1, the trace ofp(M) is 
N[p((l A-- s) (1 d- t)) (I -t s)-l (1 - St)]!, 
If p(x) = p$ then by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 2.5 the entry at place 
(e,f) in p(M) is 
2 aJ( 1 -k sy--l (1 t t)’ (I - St)]:;‘. 
i 
But ai is homogeneous in s, t of degree k -- i, so that 
2 aJ(1 + ~)~-‘(l -+ t)‘(l - st)]f_<’ 
t 
= C [ai(I + s)‘-l(l -+ t)’ (1 -- st)]:;’ 
= r? 1 ,;-7 q( 1 + s)i-1 (I + t)i (1 - st) -1 
which proves the first statement in the lemma. Since the trace of p(M) is 
the sum of the N diagonal entries, for each of which Y = p(e, e) = 0, the 
second is immediate. 
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LEMMA 3.3. The sum of the entries in any yew of 142 is (1 -I s) (1 t t). 
By Lemma 3.1, the sum of the entries in row e is the number of chains 
of length 2 starting from e, v\-hich is (1 + S) (1 + t). 
The details of the proof of Theorem I differ according as n is odd or even, 
and, less markedly, if n is even, according as 4 n is odd or even. %Te therefore 
take these cases separately. However, the basic method is the same, and it is 
convenient to state it in a trivial lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 8 be a simple root of the polynomial f(x), and put 
f,,(x) =f(x)/(x - 0). If M is a matrix satisjyingf(M) = 0 then tr ( fO(M))/fO(0) 
is the multiplicity of 6’ as a characteristic root of M, and so is rational. 
For any polynomial P(X), we have tr (p(M)) = c c$(fl,), where the charac- 
teristic roots e, , 8, , ... of AZ have multiplicities c1 , cz , ... . But if 
p(x) ==fO(x)/fO(0), p(B,) = 1 if Bi = 8, ~(0,) -= 0 otherwise. 
It is interesting that though our matrix M is a semidefinite symmetric 
matrix with rational integral entries, none of this is relevant to the proof of 
Theorem 1. The contradiction, in the cases we have to exclude, comes from 
Lemma 3.4, which applies to any matrix. The minimal equation of M and 
the necessary traces are all extracted from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
IV. THE CASE THAT n IS ODD 
If 11 is odd then by Lemma 2.2 s = t. In this section we shall suppose that n 
is odd and equal to 2h + 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Define polynomials k(x), g(x), and f(x) by 
h(x + 2 $ x-‘) = 1 - b-P + l 
Sh(lzj’ 
g(x) =: S%(X~S), 
f(x) = (x - (s -I- l)“)&). 
Then g(M) = J, the matrix in which every entry is I, and f(M) = 0. 
We note first that, for any integer i, A+ + X+ is a polynomial in x -+ .x-l, 
and therefore in s $ 2 1 .x-l, so that the first formula really does define a 
polynomial k. Now g(x) is homogeneous in s, s of degree h, and, for all 
relevant Y, Y + h < n - 1. Thus by Lemma 3.2 the entry in g(M) at place 
(e, f) is [g((l + s)~) (1 - s)]!;-;’ if p(e, f) = Y. But 
g((l + s)2) (1 - s) = s%(s + 2 + s-1) (1 - s) 
= 1 - phfl. 
Thus the entry is [I .~ s 2h’-1]!.;r, that is, it is I for all r. That is, ~(~11) -m=~ 1. 
Then .f(&r) = (AZ -~ (s +-- 1)“) J =m 0 by Lemma 3.3. 
Thus we can use f(x) as the f(x) of Lemma 3.4. As 6’ we shall take 
s(< + 2 + <- l), where 5 is a primitive lath root of unity. From the definition 
of .f(x), it is easy to check that 6’ is a simple root of .f(x). \5’e recall 
that fa(s) =,f(x)j(.x -- 0); we shall also write g,(x) = g(x),‘(.x - .9) so that 
g,,(r) is homogeneous in .x and s of degree h I. 
LEMMA 4.2. 
f&x) = (x -- (s J- l)“)&(X) 
= - g&x) + (x ~. 2s) g,(x) .- s2go(x), 
and these summands are respectively homogeneous of degree h - I, ?z and 
h + I. Since h + 1 < 2/z + I -= n, we can apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain 
N-’ tr (f,,(M)) = - [ga(( I j S)‘) (1 - S)l!y’ 
: [ga((l t- s)2) (1 -~ s)]:: r - [?g,((l + q) (I - s)];+’ 
and we have seen in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that 
Thus 
R”((l + s)2) (1 - s) = (1 - Pi-l) c B$ 
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LERZMA 4.3. 
fop) = (2h + 1) ?--1(? - (< + i-1) s + I)/(<‘1 -- i-“) (i - 5-l). 
\\:e have 
fo(4 = (0 - (5 + l)‘)goP) 
= - (9 - (5 + l-1) s f l)&(B). 
ixow g,(B) = g’(0) = sh-‘k’(B/s), where the dashes denote differentiation. 
Also, if 
.I- = y + 2 + y-l = P(Y), k(x) = (1 - yzh’l) y-“( 1 -~ y)-l == q(y), 
say, and x = O/S when y = 5. Thus we may calculate K’(B/s) as q’([)/p’([). 
After a little simplification we obtain 
The lemma follows. 
We can now prove Theorem 1 for the case n is odd. For if we substitute 
from Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 in Lemma 3.4 and remove factors known to 
be rational and nonzero we find that 
- 5 + 5-l - 2 u = __ (,y ---- 5-72 ~ __ ----- 
s-2(5 -+ i-1) s + 1 s-y5 + C-l) s + 1 
is rational. Hence also 
(s - 1)” 
su + 1= -___--__- 
s2 -- (( + l-1) s + 1 
is rational. Thus either s = 1 or < + 5-l is rational. If s = 1, ‘p, is an ordinary 
polygon. If 4 + 4-1 is rational the field of the nth roots of unity is quadratic, 
and since n is odd this implies n = 3. The statement that if s > 1, t > 1, 
and n = 3 then the squarefree part of st is 1 is of course trivial, since in this 
case s = t. This completes the proof of Theorem 1 in case n is odd. 
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V. 'I'HE CASE II 4/z BEGUN 
In this section we suppose that M = 4h. 
LEMMA 5.1. Define polynomials k(x), g(x) andf(x) by 
g(x) = .X(X - (S + t)) (St)k-1 k (k?p) , 
f(x) = (2 - (s + 1) (f J- I))&). 
Theng(M) = (t -+ 1) /, andf(M) = 0. 
g(x) is homogeneous in x, s, and t of degree 2h. We can therefore use 
Lemma 3.2 to evaluate the entry at the place (e,f) in g(M) provided 
r=p(e,f)<+n=2h. 
Since 
g((s + 1) (t + 1)) (I i- 5)-l (1 -- st) 
=(S+ l)(t* I) (1 1 st) (Sty--l qst + 2 -t- (d-1) (1 + s)-’ (1 - st) 
= (t $ 1) (1 - (sty) 
the result is [(t $ 1) (1 - (st)2fb)]Ft-“, that is, t -+ I, since 2h - Y > 1. On 
the other hand, g(x) has leading coefficient 1. Since rn!$i = 0 for i < 2h 
by definition, and rngih’ = t f 1 from Lemma 2.3, the entry in g(M) at 
places (e,f) for which p(e,f) = 2h is t $- 1 also. Thus g(M) = (t + 1) J as 
required. Thenf(M) = 0 by Lemma 3.3. 
Thus we can takef(x) as thef(x) of Lemma 3.4. It is easy to verify that as 0 
we can take s + t + fi(< + t-l), where [ is an nth root of unity, but not a 
fourth root. (Strictly it is only necessary here to exclude the case that 5 
is a square root, but i + c-1 = 0 would lead to complications later). Note 
that if n = 4 this leaves us with no possible 0; however this does not matter, 
because Theorem 1 makes no statement if ?z = 4. As in the case n odd we shall 
not only write fO(x) =~(x)/(x ~~- 0) but also g,,(x) =g(.~)/(z -- 0). 
LEMMA 5.2. 
\Ve have 
tr (f,(M)) = & N(st)” (1 1 f). 
f&j = - &I(~) + (x - (s -t t)) &It4 - %M 
and these summands are respectively homogeneous of degree 2h - I, 2/z, 
and 2h -+ 1. If we write A for g,(( 1 + s) (1 + t)) (1 + s)-l (1 - st) we have 
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from Lemma 3.2 
if .-I = C ai , OL+ homogeneous of degree i. But go(x) = g(x)/(x - 0) so that 
A = (1 - dSr([ + <T1) -I- St)-‘R((S -i I) (t -; 1)) (I + S)-l (1 - .Sf), 
and we showed in the course of proving Lemma 5.1 that 
g((s + 1) (t + 1)) (1 + s)-r (1 - st) = (1 + t) (1 - (st)2h). 
Thus 
A = (t + 1) (1 - (st)*“)Z &(st)1!4 
where pi = (ti+r - <-(i+lr)/(< - i-l). IJsing the fact that <4h = 1 and hence 
i”” = & 1 we have ,Q2h--I = 0, ,Q = - /3271-2 = & 1. Substituting, we 
obtain the formula in the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. 
.f”(@ = 22 
4h(St)“-l (1 - z/St(< -+ (7-l) f St) (S i- t + l/3(< + I-‘)) 
- 
___ (5 - b-1)2 
We have at once 
f,(e) = - (1 - da + r-q + st) 
x (s + t + -vlst(S + 5-l)) d\/st(5 + i-l) I’(O), 
where l(x) = (~t)&-r k((x - (s + t))“/st), and the dash denotes differentiation. 
If we put 
x = p(y) = s + t + dYt(y + y-l) 
we have 
Z(x) = q(y) = (Sty-1 (1 - y4h) y-2+-1)(1 - y”)-1. 
Since .x = 0 when y = 5 we can calculate Z‘(0) as q’(LJ/p’(t;). This gives 
z’(e) = & 4h(st)“-3’21 [ + <-1)-l (5 - <-I)-” 
and hence the result. 
In this section xc shall assume that Ii 412 -’ 2 and state the results 
corresponding to those proved in Section \. for II = 4h. The proofs are \-er!r 
similar in the two cases, and we do not therefore repeat them. 
LE3VdA 6. I. Define potynomids k(s), g(s) undf(x) b_y 
j(x) = (x - (s + 1) (t + I))&). 
Then g(M) = (t + 1) J, a&f(N) = 0. 
Thus we can use f(x) as the f(x) of Lemma 3.4. As 0 we can again take 
s + t + 2jsj(< -1 4-l) where < is an nth root of unity other than j7 1. Fourth 
roots are, of course, not in question here. 
1>EMM4 6.2. 
I,ERINA 6.3. 
VII. THE CASE THAT n IS EVEN CONCLUDED 
I,EMVA 7.1. If n is eeen and < is an wth voot of unity but not a fourth 
root, then 
is rational. 
This follows immediately by substituting either Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3 
or Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 into Lemma 3.4, and discarding factors known 
to be rational and nonzero. 
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we expand u(l) as 
(1 - St)(S -~ t) - 2St ~ St(<” + 1;-‘) i (1 -~ S) (1 - t) d/st(< - c-t) U( <) := ----- ------___-__~__~__ 
(2 + C-2 - 2 
Since, if i is an nth root of unity which is not a fourth root, so is ~- b, not only 
u(l) but 
is rational. The numerator here is s( 1 - t)2 $- t( 1 - s)“, and so is zero only 
ifs = t = 1. Thus either s = t = 1 or 5” +- <m’ is rational. Ifs = f == 1 p, 
is an ordinary polygon. If 5” -t <p” is rational, then taking < to be a primitive 
nth root we have that the field of the inth roots is at most quadratic. Since 
n --> 2, n = 4, 6, 8, or 12. 
Finally, 
is rational, so that if both s > 1 and t I-- 1, 2/st([ -I- 5-l) is rational. Taking < 
to be a primitive 12th root, we see that if n = 6, 2/it is rational, and if n = 8, 
d(2st) is rational. If n = 12 we take < first to be a primitive 6th root and 
then a primitive 12th root to show that both 2/st and 2/(3st) are rational. 
This contradiction shows that if s > 1 and t > 1, n # 12. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
VIII. (H, N) PAIRS 
By a weak (B, -VW) pair we mean a triple (G : B, ;V) of groups such that 
(i) B, :\’ are subgroups of G and together generate G; 
(ii) B n S = H is normal in IV; 
(iii) W =- il’:H is generated by a set T of involutions, such that for n. in 
W and T in T, 
B~BTB E BotB u BarB. (8.1) 
Notice that the elements of W are cosets of H, and therefore subsets, not 
elements, of G. However, since H c B, Ba is a single coset, and BaB is a 
single double coset. Notice too that from (8.1) follows, on taking inverses, 
that for a: in W, 7 in T 
BrBaB E BciB u BmB. (8.2) 
A (B, ,V) pair is a weak (B, N) p air such that for all T in T TBT # B. 
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The IVeylgroup of the weak (B, X) pair (G : H, .V) is, hy definition, the 
group IF =~: ic;lB n .V. if IV is cyclic of order 2 (i.e. if 7’ contains only one 
element) G is a group with a doubly transitive permutation representation. 
The next simplest case is the case of a dihedral group considered in Theo- 
rem 2. If (G : 23, X) is a weak (R, N) pair so is (W : 1, II’), though of course 
it is not a (U, iv) pair. 
Throughout this section (G : B, 12;) is a weak (B, ;\-) pair, and H, II-, and 
I’ have the meanings already assigned to them. 
LEMMA 8.1. If TO z T, IL; = /VO:H is the subgroup of lZvge?mated by TO , 
and G, i.7 the subgroup of Ggenn-ated by B and ATO , then (G,, : B, :\:,J is u weak 
(B, AT) pair with Weyl group W, . 
This is clear. The notations of this lemma also will be used throughout 
this section, and those obtained from them by substituting some other 
suffix for the suffix 0. 
LEMMA 8.2. For p in Pi,‘, 
G,,/3B =: u BcxB = BN@B. 
ZEW,,P 
Obviously U,,wo, BolB = BiV,$ c G$B. Moreover G&B is a single 
double coset. Thus it is sufficient to prove that U,,we, BnB admits multiplica- 
tion by G, on the left and by B on the right. Since G, is generated by B and 
the elements of the cosets 7, 7 in To , it is enough to prove that UxEWoB BolB 
admits multiplication by 7 on the left, 7 in TO , and by B on both sides. The 
last is obvious. By (8.2) 
Since ~a: E W,,/3 if 01 t W,/l, u’e are home. 
Notice in particular that G, := BNOB, so that for instance, for 7 E ‘I’, 
B u BrB is a group. 
If DL E W, the length I(a) of cx is the least integer n such that we can write 
~=T~T,“T,,T, in T. 
LEMMA 8.3. For a, fl in W, BolB = BPB only if LX = p. 
Note that since each of BaB and B/3B is a single double coset, 
BolB n BPB + + only if BCIB = BPB. 
Lemma 8.3 is obvious if CY = 1, for then fi E B, so that /3 c H = 1% n B, 
and so /3 = 1. Thus we can assume that 0 < l(a) ,< 1(/3), and assume as an 
inductive hypothesis that if Z(q) < Z(a) then BqB = B,f?B only if ,6 = (pi . 
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In particular, 11-e can write iy = ~~7, with /(I) == l(a) -~ 1. Then if 
BrxB = B/3B 
and so by 8.1, 01~ C B,6B u BjkB. By the inductive hypothesis, either 01~ = p 
or cyr = FT. But CQ = /3 would imply I@) = Z(ar) < Z(a), contrary to hppo- 
thesis. Thus a1 = ,&, so that /3 = 01~7 = OL, as required. 
1~EhfM.4 8.4. lf 
l(a) = n, and cc! = 5-172 ... T,! ) 
then 
Br1Br2B “. Br,B = BaB. 
Obviously BCYB s BT~BT~B ... BT,B, so that it is only necessary to prove 
the reverse inequality. Equally obviously, the lemma is true if n = 1, SO we 
may suppose IZ > 1 and use induction on n. Then, by the inductive hypothe- 
sis and @.I), 
and, by the inductive hypothesis and (8.2), 
BT~BT*B a.. BT,B E Br1Br2r3 ... T?ZB 
c Br2r3 ... T,B u BcrB. 
Thus if the lemma is false, Brl *.. T,-~B n Br2 *.. rrLB # 4, which by 
Lemma 8.3 implies pi 1.. 7,-r = ~a ... T, . But this implies 
so that I(a) < 12. Thus the lemma is true. 
Now let Z be any set of subsets of T. We associate two incidence geometries 
with G, 1. In the double coset geometry associated with G, 2 the objects are the 
double cosets G,gB, for TO E %, g E G. In the coset geometry associated with 
G, 2 the objects are the cosets Gag, for r,, E 2, g E G. In both geometries objects 
X, Y are incident if and only if Xn Y # +. Since (IV : 1, IV) is also a weak 
(B, N) pair, there are double coset and coset geometries associated with 
W, %. Hoxever the group corresponding to B in this case is 1, so that the 
two geometries now coincide. 
LEMM.4 8.5. The double coset geometry associated zuith G, % is isomorphic to 
the geometry associated with W, X under an isomorphism in which G,aB COY- 
responds to WON, T,, in I, 01 in W. 
By Lemma 8.2, taking TO -~ T, G =- v HotU, so that ever!. double coset 
G,,,qR can he written G@. Also, if G,,& G$B, again b!- Lemma 8.2, 
and using Lemma 8.3, W~CC W,,p. Thus the suggested correspondence is 
one to one. Also if S = GO& and 1. m= G,/3B have nonempty intersection 
then this intersection contains BrB for some y, and y E IFb.2 n W7$, by 
Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 again. Thus G(,cIB n G#H 1 4 implies I!,,, n Llr,/3 f 4. 
Since the converse is obvious, the correspondence is an isomorphism between 
the geometries. 
LEM.IIA 8.6. Lef (G : B, N) be a weak (B, Ai) paiy whose TVeyl group M,’ 
is u dihedral group of order 2n generated by T = (u, T). Lef Z consist ?f the 
tzco one-element sets (u} and { rj, Then the coset geometry associated with G, 
2 is a nondegenerategeneralized n-gon with s t- 1 points on each line and t ~1 1 
lines through each point, where s -I- 1, t -1 1 are the indices of B in B u BaB 
and B v BTB respectively. 
If T,) = {u] and T, = {T), the cosets of G,, will be the lines, and the cosets 
of G, will be the points. G acts by multiplication on the right as a group of 
automorphisms of the coset geometry, which is transitive on points and on 
lines, and on incident point-line pairs, and we shall make considerable use 
of this homogeneity in verifying that the geometry is a nondegenerate 
generalized ?r-gon. 
1,et S, Y be objects of the coset geometry. \Ve wish to show that there is a 
chain of length at most n from X to l’. Using the above automorphisms, 
we can assume that Y is either G,, or G, . XB and YB are objects of the double 
coset geometry associated with G, J. By Lemma 8.5, this is isomorphic to 
the geometry associated with IV, 2, and it is easily seen that this is an ordinary 
n-gon. Thus there is a chain of length Y z< )z from XB to 1-B. NOW if ,Y, , 
Xi+L are objects of the coset geometry such that X;B and ;li + ,B are incident, 
X,B n X,+,B consists of complete cbsets gB, and contains at least one such. 
But a coset gB in XiB meets each coset G,,h, or G,h contained in X,H, 
because &B is a single double coset G,hB, or G,hB. Thus Xi n X,+,B -# 4, 
and so Xi n Xi, 1 f 4, for some Xi,, = X;+,.r, x in B. It follows that the 
chain from XB to YB can be written Xln, X,B, .-., XrB, where X, X, , ...l 
X, is a chain in the coset geometry. Then S,B = YB. But IV = G,, or G, , 
so that this implies X,. =: Y. A similar argument, starting from the closed 
irreducible chain of length 272 in the double coset geometry, shows that there 
exists a chain X,, , X1 , ..., X,, in the coset geometry, with X0 = X,, := G, , 
X, = G, , such that XOB, X,B, ..., -U,,B is irreducible. But then 
Xi I-I Xit2s X,B n XitzB = $, 
so that X0, X, , ..., X,, is irreducible. That is, G, and G, , and hence every 
object of the coset geometry, belongs to a closed irreducible chain of length 2n. 
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Next, we wish to show that the coset geometry contains no closed irre- 
ducible chains of length Y less than 2~2. If it does, we can construct an 
infinite irreducible chain 
... A-, , lY,, ) s, , s ... 2 
such that Xi ir = Xi, and we can suppose X0 = GO, S, = G, . One of 
Xi , S,+i is a coset Gag, and the other a coset G,h. Thus their intersection, 
which is nonempty because Xi and ,Yi-, are incident, is a coset of 
G,,n G, = l?. Suppose X, n Xi +, = Bcci . Then 
Lvz, = Gg,, , x2,+1 = G,g,, = G,xnr / 1, &+z = Gogz,+l. 
Thus g?i + lgi> E Gls but g,i+lg,t $ Gt, 3 since if X,, = lY*i,z the chain is not 
irreducible. Hence gzi .i E BoBg2, . Similarly, gzit2 E BTBg,,,, . Since 
- X0 = Go, X, = G, we can take g, = 1. Then for i > 0, 
g,? E (BTBoB)~, and gzi I 1 E B~B(BTB~B)~, 
and for i > 0, 
gdzi E (BuBrB)j and g_,i+, E BTB(BoBTB)~-‘. 
By Lemma 8.4, for 0 ,( i < n, g,? E By B and g,,,, E Bo(To)” B, and for 
0 < i < n, g-ai E By B and g-,i+, E BT(uT)~-~ B. Thus for -~ n < i < n 
the double cosets BgiB and afortiori the cosets Bgj are all different. If T < 272, 
this contradicts the supposition that the chain has period Y. 
This completes the proof that the coset geometry is a nondegenerate 
generalized n-gon. The number of points on each line is the number of 
cosets G,h meeting a given coset G,,g. If G,h n G,g f 4, 
G,hn G,g = (G,n GJk = Bk 
for some k, and G,h = G,k. Thus this number is the number of cosets Bk 
in G,g, that is, the index of B in G, , as stated. Similarly for the number of 
lines through a point. 
Lemma 8.6 makes it clear that Theorem 1 implies Theorem 2. For if the 
geometry is an ordinary polygon s = t = 1, and hence B is of index 2 and so 
normal in both G, and G, , and hence B a G, since G,, , G, generate G. 
Similarly, if (G : B, N) is a (B, N) pair both s >- 1 and t JP 1. 
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